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Cristóbal Gracia

Mexico City, 1987
Lives and works in Mexico City and New Haven, Connecticut
Cristóbal Gracia reshapes historical milestones and social and cultural phenomena through the investigation, connection and reconstruction of official chronicles, microhistories and urban myths. Using tools such as humor, fiction, violence, desire and failure, his work challenges the ideological and power systems, which govern and have constructed the conception of the Western contemporary civilization.
In his process of work Gracia involves different creative agents, every participation and collaboration is essential not only in the material
fabrication of his artworks but also in conceptual decisions that give each project a unique specificity. Gracia tends to search for the tensions that art can create when working with dichotomies and contradictions belonging to different fields of knowledge, here lies the opportunity of contemplating life in a different light.
Gracia holds a BFA from the E.N.P.E.G Esmeralda, where he graduated Magna Cum Laude and later he attended to the Programa Educativo SOMA, both in Mexico City. He has been awarded with grants such as the BBVA-MACG Arte Actual and Jóvenes Creadores
FONCA in the field of alternative media. Currently he is studying his MFA in Sculpture by the Yale School of Art, class of 2020 - 2022.
Gracia is a member of Biquini Wax EPS, an artist run space and platform for production, discussion, and exhibition of art located in
Mexico City.
His work has been shown in Mexico, the United States, England, Italy, Germany, Colombia, Ecuador, Argentina, India, The Philippines
and New Zealand, in venues such as: Museo Universitario del Chopo, Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil, Museo Tamayo, Casa del Lago, Human Resources, The BOX gallery L.A, the Biennial of the Americas, Palais de Tokyo, Blain | Southern, the Hamburger Bahnhof Museum,
La Ene, the M100 Matucana and in Clark House Initiative among many others. He has been a resident artist in Bikini Art Residency, Lago
di Como; Viafarini, Milan; Biennial of the Americas, Denver; Galveston Artist Residency, Galveston; Grand Union, Birmingham; Casa
Wabi, Puerto Escondido; Casa Nano, Tokyo; The Art House, Wakefield and Lugar Común, Monterrey. In recent years it has been included in public and private collections such as ASU Art Museum, Colección Fundación M, Murderme Collection, and Phillips/Yuyito.
His work has been published in CULTURED, Artforum, Código, Caín, Art Review, Excelsior, Frente, Westword, Denver Post, Palais Magazine, Terremoto, Utopía, Letras Libres, Gas TV, La Tempestad just to mention a few.
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AQUATANIA Parte I; Un hombre debe ocupar el lugar de Dios le otorga - Caminos selváticos o las calles de Hollywood y pelear por las cosas en las que cree / AQUATANIA part I - A man should stand where God places him - jungle trails or
Hollywood streets- and fight for the things that he believes
Aquatania part I is a project based on the Hollywood movie Tarzan and the mermaids (1948) filmed in Acapulco, one of the most important touristic destinations of Mexico. It explores concepts such as memory, exoticism, luxury, violence and post-imperialism.
Taking a series of forced syncretisms that did not correspond with reality, the movie starring Johnny Weissmuller, portrays the beaches of
Acapulco as the scenery of a primitive African island. However, the predominant ethnicity of the acting personnel is Mexican. For Cristóbal Gracia it is clear that the relation that Hollywood does of an exotic African civilization with the Mexican port is not a minor gesture.
This geographical and cultural displacement exemplifies many of the mistakes and misinterpretations generated by the entertainment industry of the time to legitimize a policy of post imperialist intervention. This also served as a counterpoint to the Mexican modernist policies of the time, since Acapulco, vital beach destination of the country during the entirety of the 20th century, was one of the pillars of the
construction that failed modernist impetus. This failure was further reflected by Johnny Weissmuller himself, who lived his final years in the
hotel Los Flamingos in Acapulco, lost in his own decadence and the frenzy of his character, Tarzan. Cristóbal Gracia recaptures this interwoven story between cinema, the American actor and the Mexican port to bring to the present the fascination that this beach destination
has generated. In complete contrast to todays Acapulco, lost in a hallucinating labyrinth of narco violence.
In this project Gracia collaborates in a video with local fishermen and creates a reinterpretation of the movie in the same locations where
it was filmed in 1948, other collaborations worth mentioning are the paintings created with Anthuan Salgado, local Acapulco airbrush
artist, who decorates public transportation buses inspired by Hollywood movies.
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Aquatania, 2016
Collage
62 x 92.5 cm
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Suite Tarzán / Tarzan Suite, 2016
Digital print on cotton paper
103 x 152.5 cm
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Presencia postmortem de Tarzán o Coco
Loco de bronce / Post-mortem presence
of Tarzan or bronze Coco Loco, 2017
Bronze, bar scissors table, tray, bar dish,
straws
140 x 50 x 50 cm
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Los tentáculos del poder / The tentacles
of power, 2016
Ink on cotton paper
89 x 125 cm
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Los tonos de las chicas de Aquatania /
The colors from the girls of Aquatania,
2016
Hand colored photograph, watercolor
and pastel
72 x 87 cm
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Balú, 2016
Hand colored photograph, watercolor
and pastel
87 x 72 cm
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Una tumba no asegura una suite en el
infierno y otras manifestaciones del poder después de la muerte / A tomb stone
does not ensure a suite in hell and other manifestations of power after death,
2016
Mixed media
250 x 80 x 200 cm
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Paisaje de Aquatania II / Landscape of
Aquatania II, 2016
Acrylic, marker, silkscreen on canvas
200 x 150 cm
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Cercenado del exotismo tropical
modernista. Fragmento I / Destruction
of the tropical exotism. Fragment I, 2016
Laser cut on steel and palm tree
98 x 142 x 145 cm
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Aquatania; la edad de la violencia /
Aquatania; The age of violence, 2017
Sculpture and photographic triptych
MDF, cnc router, Venetian “Acapulco”
tile (2 x 2 cm) extracted from Villa Rosi,
Acapulco Gro. Former residence of the
film producer Jesus Sotomayor. The volume of extracted tiles was restored with
new “Acapulco” Venetian tiles (2 x 2
cm), tile glue, light jet c print
Sculpture 220 x 74 x 6 cm
Photograph 78 x 39 cm each
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Aquatania Parte I; Un hombre debe ocupar el lugar de Dios le otorga- Caminos
selváticos o las calles de Hollywood- y
pelear por las cosas en las que cree /
Aquatania part I; A man should stand
where God places him – jungle trails or
Hollywood streets – and fight for those
things in which he believes, 2016
Full HD video
10:46 min
https://vimeo.com/375704911
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AQUATANIA: Pues cuando prenden a
uno de sus enemigos y se disponen a
ejecutarlo y a comerlo de la más bárbara e inhumana de las maneras… /
AQUATANIA: Well, when they catch
one of their enemies and
they get ready to execute it and eat it in
the most barbarous and inhuman way ...,
2018
EPSON print on cotton paper
Hahnemühle Photo Rag Ultrasmooth of
305 gr, kodak kiosk print, shiny adhesive tape, permanent marker, ink, acrylic
paint, collage
120 x 84 cm
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Emociones salvajes / Savage Thrills,
2017
Wooden panel, airbrush on Acapulco
tiles
200 x 300 cm
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La isla de las perlas, o de cuando las
perlas se convirtieron en flores (amapolas) al atardecer / The island of pearls,
or when the pearls became flowers
(poppies) at sunset, 2018
Metal frame, steel sheet, airbrush, automotive paint, polarisol paper contact
162 x 122 cm
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Las islas perdidas; De cuando los falsos
dioses fueron capturados y sacrificados
para nosotros / The lost islands; When
the false gods were captured and sacrificed for us, 2018
Metal frame, MDF, airbrush and automotive painting on Venetian Acapulco
tiles for pool
200 x 150 cm
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Caronte / Charon, 2019
Reassembled fiberglass boat, coconut,
airbrush on towels, original towel print,
automotive paint, pool noodles
Variable measures
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Law is a bottomless pit; or, the other history of John Bull
14 asylum seekers were hired to produce this piece in Wakefield, England.
The artist Cristóbal Gracia made 3 charcoal drawings; a portrait of John Bull, the quote “Law is a bottomless pit” and a piece of paper
fully covered with charcoal. The first employee did a copy of the artist drawings, the second employee did a copy of the copy done by the
first employee and so on, making this piece a chain of copies of the same images until the original drawings became distorted and transformed.
People seeking for asylum are not allowed to work.
Asylum seekers receive a weekly payment of £ 36.95 from the Home Office. The same amount of money was paid to the employees for
their labor. MIGRATION, international artist residency is supported by the ARTS COUNCIL ENGLAND.
John Bull is a national personification of the United Kingdom in general and England in particular created in 1712. The character went
from representing the British people who were frustrated with the policies and actions of their government to being the symbol of their
government’s policies. Now days the use of John Bull use is very scarce. The text Law is a bottomless pit; or, the history of John Bull is the
title of the first appearance of John Bull.
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Law is a bottomless pit; or, the other history of John Bull I, 2017
Charcoal on paper, employment of asylum seekers, production budget provided
by the ARTS COUNCIL ENGLAND
210 x 270 cm
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Retrato de monumento I / Portrait of monument I
Sculpture based on abandoned monuments of the Soviet Yugoslavia, the materials with which it is built respond to a logic of temporality
related to the material (durable materials vs. perishable) as explained by Robert Smithson in his essay Entropy and the New Monuments.
The structure is treated with typical actions of vandalism and iconoclasm creating a violent and violated portrait of a monument.
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Retrato de Monumento / Portrait of
Monument, 2013
Metal, acrylic, wood, concrete, styrofoam, silicone, spray paint, marker, collage, plastic, confetti, glass, balloons,
duct tape, wire, acrylic paint, cardboard
and chromed steel
430 x 160 x 160 cm
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Where´s the Beef?
Cristóbal Gracia builds projects that offer a critical interpretation of power, violence and history that reshape our past and present. Anchoring divergent bodies of work -from bacchanal performances to Babel-like sculpture- is Gracia’s ongoing meditation on urban monumental sculpture and what it means to call something monumental. Departing from the idea of twin sculptures, Gracia has crafted a project based on Bauhaus artist, designer and architect Herbert Bayer’s identical monuments in Mexico City and Denver. Built of multi-ton
blocks of concrete painted in canary yellow, both carry the title Articulated Wall. Gracia’s main interest lies in the historical, social, and
political implications of these public sculptures “on the move”, and how they can exist in completely different contexts, at times discordant
with the intentions behind the artwork.
In Mexico City, the monument is inextricably linked to the violence of the ’68 student massacre, an extreme contrast to the image of
peace intended by its inclusion in the famous Ruta de la Amistad (Route of Friendship) as part of the Olympic games that year. In Denver,
an even larger version was built twenty years later to draw attention to a high-end commercial design center. However it too has
been popularly subverted by a very different national symbol, ignominiously dubbed “The French Fry Stack”. In order to further transform the conceptual and physical meaning of these massive objects under a certain logic of iconoclasm and vandalism, Gracia staged
and documented a series of actions and exchanges involving the monuments: a French fry - eating contest in front of the Denver sculpture as a symbolic way of dismantling or destroying the sculpture, Gracia replicated and swapped the commemorative plaques of each
sculpture and finally built his own version of the Articulated Wall, in the original location on 1968. Gracia wryly critiques the openness of
abstract “ideology-free” sculpture - the default choice for modern and contemporary public art.
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Maquetas de Muro Articulado / Articulated Wall models, 2015
Lightjet c - print
50 x 150 cm
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Replica e intercambio de placas informativas de las esculturas Muro Articulado, México D.F – Denver / Replica and
exchange of information plaques of the
Articulated Wall sculptures, Mexico City
– Denver, 2015
Lightjet c-print
30 x 70 cm each
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French fry eating contest or alternative
ways of iconoclasm, 2015
Monumental urban sculpture “Articulated Wall” (Denver), tables, 10 competitors,
10 rectangular yellow containers, 10
yellow T-shirts, 10 catsup bottles, 10
Valentina sauce bottles, 30 pounds of
French fries (Wendy’s), 10 water bottles,
referee, cheerleader with French fries
costume, public viewers, video documentation
Variable measures
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Muro Articulado 2016 / Articulated
Wall, 2016
Yellow scaffolds and light sign
800 x 300 x 1600 cm
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Where´s the Beef?, 2016
Installation
Variable measures
Excerpt of 02:33 min
https://vimeo.com/375737787
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Presagio de muerte / Omen of death
A vitrine or shopwindow (especially one facing the street) has a source and a purely commercial purpose. One of the challenges that
presents this space is how to get away from the idea of the artwork as a commercial commodity when it is displayed within a showcase,
even more in a gallery during the season of contemporary art fairs in Mexico City.
Another point of interest is its role as a vehicle between trade and clients and at the same time as a barrier between the inside and the
outside, between the public and private sectors being the glass a barrier dividing the two worlds.
To formalize these ideas, Gracia staged the phenomenon of collision of birds against the clear glass of the windows believing that there is
an open space that can fly to. This illusion illustrates the misconception of public space as something democratic and the crash of the bird
demonstrates the tension between public and private.
Inside the vitrine we can see two pedestals and an empty shelf which are located, according to the laws of window dressing, in index
points where higher sales are observed. This “constructed emptiness” aims to show the end of the vitrine as a vehicle for display to show
nothing more than the absence of commercial products and thus dilute the idea of art as a mere commercial product. A stuffed pigeon lies
on the floor outside the vitrine, the stain of the crash is visible on the glass.
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Presagio de muerte / Omen of death,
2016
Shop Window, vitrine, glass, pedestals
and empty shelf, polyvinyl acetate, metal
plate, stuffed pigeon
Variable measures
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Guimet Room
In this body of work Cristóbal Gracia addresses ideas in relation to the limits and tensions between falsification and restoration, between
the fake and the original, between the conservation of a work of art and its destruction, and between the material and immaterial.
This project takes as a starting point a cabinet from The Intermediatheque Museum (1877), whose collection belongs to the University of
Tokyo and the Post Office of Japan. This cabinet was donated by the city of Lyon (France) and belonged to Émile Guimet (1836 - 1918),
a famous collector of Asian objects. Guimet made his fortune from the industrial production of the ultramarine blue pigment. This pigment
known as blue Guimet was the same one that Yves Klein used to patent his famous “Klein Blue”, IKB.
The original cabinet (made in France, with a pseudo-Asian design and initially for the purpose of displaying Asian objects) contains a series of objects belonging to the collection of The Intermediatheque Museum. The accumulation of objects inside the showcase has no apparent hierarchy; from African sculptures, a Japanese sword, a Christ, an idol from Taiwan, Ecuatorian clay figures, a Zapotec urn and a
plaster replica of the skull of a saber-toothed tiger.
The glass of the cabinet is cracked, as a result of its transportation from France to Japan. This fracture generates an interruption and distortion when observing the objects inside. It is through the concept of the fracture that Cristóbal Gracia proposes the construction of a series of his own versions, copies or original falsifications of this showcase and the objects it contains. Gracia’s pieces are rethought from
the fracture, and how the objects could be distorted when seen through it. The glass of the showcase is a retinal barrier and the fracture
(caused by a geographic displacement - contextual and physical) a distortion in the look. The optical distortion is defined more accurately as optical aberration”, the word aberration manages to propose a direct action on the matter not only a retinal alteration, but also a
physical one.
For his pieces, Cristóbal chose the objects by searching each one through different internet portals, copying the exact technical sheet provided by The Intermediatheque, and through a series of filters built by the same users of these internet portals, the search result threw the
objects that now are part of Gracia’s pieces. Having the objects, these were treated by means of two forms of work; those used by forgers
and those used by restorers or forensic sciences to unmask counterfeits. This method of work is not intended to prove or deny a forgery or
an original, but rather put in tension these two ideas and provide new formats of production and visualization of works of art. In an era
that establishes mass production as a device for understanding the world but also as globalizing mechanism and for expanded capitalism,
the limits between false and true are increasingly difficult to specify, these limits and tensions can be a trigger and reveal aspects hidden
from our understanding of the world.
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Vitrina IV; azul IKB-sampuru / Vitrine
IV; IKB blue – sampuru, 2018
Mahogany, paste, automotive paint,
brass, resin, pigment IKB
330 x 225 x 75 cm
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Vitrina III; V-gang - Piltdown Man / Vitrine III; V-gang - Piltdown Man, 2018
Mahogany, paste, automotive paint,
brass, objects bought from the internet
330 x 225 x 75 cm
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Vitrina II; lámpara de vapor de sodio y
aberración cromática / Vitrine II; vapor
sodium lamp and chromatic aberration,
2018
Photographs illuminated with vapor sodium lamp, highlighting the aromatic aberration. Digital print on cotton paper,
glass and wood
130 x 190 x 4 cm
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Ejercicio de copia, falsificación, restauración I / Excercise of copy, falsification
and restoration I, 2018
Gesso and charcoal on page from the
book Through the Eyes of Picasso (with
copyright), scanned page from the book
Through the Eyes of Picasso (without
copyright), infrared reflective photography with InGaAs Xeva 640, 1800nm kit
60 x 123 cm
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WEAPON OF CHOICE
Pogue Colonel: Marine, what is that button on your body armor?
Private Joker: A peace symbol, sir.
Pogue Colonel: Where’d you get it?
Private Joker: I don’t remember, sir.
Pogue Colonel: What is that you’ve got written on your helmet?
Private Joker: “Born to Kill”, sir.
Pogue Colonel: You write “Born to Kill” on your helmet and you wear a peace button. What’s that supposed to be, some kind of sick
joke?
Private Joker: No, sir.
Pogue Colonel: You’d better get your head and your ass wired together, or I will take a giant shit on you.
Private Joker: Yes, sir.
Pogue Colonel: Now answer my question or you’ll be standing tall before the man.
Private Joker:I think I was trying to suggest something about the duality of man, sir.
Pogue Colonel: The what?
Private Joker: The duality of man. The Jungian thing, sir.
Pogue Colonel: Whose side are you on, son?
FULL METAL JACKET, 1987
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WEAPON OF CHOICE, 2011 – 2014
Mixed media. Lightjet c-print
Variable measures
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WEAPON OF CHOICE – compendio de
armas blancas / digest of cold weapons, 2014
Artist book, 115 pages
21 x 29 cm
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Revolving catastrophes and myths of a beautiful world
Ours is a beautiful world of stories, and myths spun around cycles of catastrophe and disaster that revolve around themselves infinitely.
There is a shape to this cycle. It is a line that curves in two places in opposing directions, symbolizing a movement that revolves around
a central axis. As each single cycle returns to its starting point, the cycle repeats, becoming a series of bigger movements, or revolutions.
As the revolutions gain momentum and begin to grow, they become erratic, and capable of disrupting the social context. The catastrophe
strikes, the trauma is felt, rebuilding begins, and the cycle repeats.
Around these cycles we engage in ritual ceremony to face the supernatural things that provoke the revolving storms. We metamorphosize
idols, construct myths, and create ghosts. Throughout time the rituals, idols and myths change form, but it is our natural inclination to form
allegories and metaphors in order for our collective consciousness to cope. Then the cycle repeats, and as long as the cycle repeats history continues.
This revolutionary movement has been fodder for humanity throughout generations, and the storm has been both metaphorical and physical. Catastrophe must strike in order for humanity to continue on its axis, and myths must be created in order to link the circumstances of our present with our past. From the movement of bodies through countries, drug wars, civil wars, global economies, tourism, police brutality and school shootings, each cycle of catastrophe creates a revolution that spins on its erratic axis. The social fiber is
disrupted, and another cycle of catastrophe is instigated, which is repaired by the creation of new myths. And the cycle of our beautiful
world repeats once more.
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MABOYA, 2018
Video, installation and mixed media,
2 channels
Variable measures
Video 1
https://vimeo.com/375705555
Video 2
https://vimeo.com/375705522
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Visions from inside the cyclone; Catastrophe’s time is not in the future or
past but in the present, 2018
iPhone 6 video on loop
https://vimeo.com/375705887
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No soy un hombre de Estado, soy mas bien, un poeta loco / I am not a man of State, I am rather, a mad poet
Inspired by Alfred Hrdlicka’s – never accomplished – proposal to exchange monuments between East and West Germany after the fall
of the Berlin Wall, Cristóbal Gracia wrote in 2015 a short story, waving between a historical and a science fiction narrative, where
thanks to nuclear energy we are capable of teleporting such monuments, accomplishing Hdrlicka’s project. Further in the story, as an evolution of teleporting technology, cloning artworks becomes a rather common and rampant practice, invalidating art intrinsic and economic value, such that artists start destroying their own works, in order to regain their value.
This project extended into the exhibition Los justos desconocidos by El cuarto de máquinas at Galería Hilario Galguera, curated by Víctor
Palacios where artists such as Brenda Castro, Fernando García Correa, Willy Kautz, Mauricio Limón, Tláhuac Mata, Cy Rendón, Gabriel
Santamarina, Ling Sepúlveda, María José Sesma and Benjamín Torres took part.
Coming from the narrative by Cristóbal Gracia, which was published a few weeks prior to the exhibition in La Tempestad magazine and
newspaper Excelsior, he invited the participant artists to destroy one of their own pieces in the exhibition galleries; Gracia provided with
the materials needed to destroy such works. After the exhibition, the remainder of the works where disposed of.
This artwork is presented with the text from the magazine or newspaper and 12 black and white photographs of the destroyed art pieces.
Cristóbal Gracia is presented as the author of the work.
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Artwork of Ling Sepulveda, destroyed by
Ling Sepulveda
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Artwork of Benjamín Torres destroyed by
Benjamín Torres

Artwork of Brenda Virgina Castro destroyed by Brenda Virgina Castro
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Artwork of Víctor Palacios destroyed by
Víctor Palacios

Artwork of Tláhuac Mata destroyed by
Tláhuac Mata
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Artwork of Gabriel Santamarina destroyed by Gabriel Santamarina
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Artwork of Cristóbal Gracia destroyed
by Cristóbal Gracia
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Batiente 0.14; El síndrome del miembro fantasma / Batiente 0.14; The syndrome of the phantom limb
Batiente is an art program in Casa del Lago (Mexico City) that commission’s artist to produce a flag for the flagpole of the outdoors exhibition space. The flag proposed by Cristóbal
Gracia (Mexico City, 1987) aims to generate a series of reflections around the binational relationship between Mexico and the United States and how, since the beginning, it has been a
violent and imperialist one. Others aspects of the project talk about how Mexico has built the idea of nation always attached to a fake notion of progress. The starting point of the piece
is the American invasion in Mexico in 1847 and to be more precise, the official Mexican flag taken as a war trophy by the American army after the battle of Chapultepec. The main
characteristic of this flag is the absence of the red section. The Mexican tricolor flag had been, at some point, mutilated.
Starting from this historical event and how and why the flag returns to Mexico in 1950 as symbol of a “supposed” resorted diplomatic relation between the 2 countries, Gracia interweaves a series of events linked to the ties of both countries during those years until recent times. One of this is the fact of Walt Disney being decorated by the former Mexican president
Manuel Ávila Camacho with the medal and order of the Aztec Eagle – the most important recognition given to a foreign person – after the premier of the movie The three caballeros
in 1944. In the animated film (that was under contract with the American army) Disney gives an idealized vision of Mexico, its customs and traditions and colorful folklore, a country that
runs away form it´s violent revolutionary past in order to arrive, by the hand of his new friend and neighbor from the north, to a promising future. The modernity, industrialization and
progress could be shared by both nations. This vision was ideal and more than suitable for the Mexican State and political party, the PRN and future PRI.
In the center of the flag appears “Pancho Pistolas”, the cartoonist personification of Mexico in The three Caballeros film. Instead of holding his guns, the rooster dresses as a charro
holding with his claws two symbols of the Great Seal of the United States; thirteen arrows and an olive branch. The dead and neutral expression on his eyes appears as a great contrast
with the joy of his celebratory position. The geometric prehispanic figures on the background are take from the design of the Aztec Eagle medal. The six stars represent the North American states that used to be Mexican territory before the 1847 invasion; California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. And the color red refers to the missing part of the
flag taken as a war trophy, the missing parts or the absences in official history, what is left behind.
Finally, it is important to point out that the project does not only speaks to historical facts but to the complex and the hard to believe circumstances that frame the current relationship between both countries, specially after Trump´s arrival to the White House.
During the lifting and presentation ceremony of the flag a group of people pushed around the roundabout of Casa del Lago a 1950´s Cadillac with no gasoline just behind a electric
power plant function with gasoline and powering a big loud speaker with a very famous song of the Mexican revolution Jesusita en Chihuahua, the version that was being played is the
one used in The three Caballeros where you can hear Donald Duck singing. While this action was taking place the audience was offered with cigars and kerchiefs with the quote “one
hundred years of misunderstanding and bitterness wiped out with a minute of silence” said by president Truman in his visit to Mexico in 1950 (first American president to visit Mexico).
The Mexican president during the returning of the flag and the visit of the president Truman was Miguel Alemán; his promise to Mexico was “I want every Mexican to have a Cadillac, a
cigar and a ticket to see the bull fights”. As you can imagine a failed promise but one that allows to understand the logic of the political party in Mexico from those days until now, progress means exploitation, corruption in benefit only for a few while selling the country to the United States and giving bread and distractions to the people.
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Batiente 0.14; The syndrome of the phantom limb, 2017
Mixed media
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Estanque de lavado de dinero / Money laundering wishing well
The custom of throwing coins into a pond wishing well or fountain, besides being linked to tourism, has a much older origin. It is a belief
that goes back to the Roman Empire, it was thought that stagnant water had healing properties. It was also believed that a supernatural
force like gods inhabited its depths, and that by providing an offering, they would fulfill the wish that was asked to them. Coins are the offering that is delivered to the pond.
In October 2013 a note was published in various Mexican newspapers explaining that in Ciudad Juárez, due to lack of budget, metal statues were being cleaned with Salsa Valentina* and that it was highly effective. In the photographs of the newspaper notes you can
see a man cleaning a statue with a bottle of Valentina sauce in one hand, while the statue drips a viscous red liquid that appears to be
blood. The statue was not only being cleaned, it was bleeding. And of course, it was a matter of time for an eternally still and standing
body in Ciudad Juárez or anywhere in Mexico to be violently injured. This blood began to sprout everywhere, the water that flooded the
wishing wells disappeared. These were filled with the same blood as that of the statues. A blood that also serves to clean or launder money, not just statues.
When throwing a coin into a wishing well, it must fall to the bottom with the head side facing up so that the desire is fulfilled. The same applies when cleaning or laundering money in wishing wells. It is impossible to see the bottom of a money-laundering wishing well, we can
never know if a coin fell with the head side facing up or down. When we take part in these rituals what we are actually trying to do is explore and find out what is not seen, to know which side of the coin is facing up. This (over) desire, of not only wishing but wanting the coin
to land in the right way, is an ideological space that lies between real and imaginary or desired constructions. It is a time of transition and
possible bleaching or whitening that transforms the unusable into useful, potentiality into action or the symbolic into real. Perhaps, because of this blind space, is why art has been used as a tool for money laundering so effectively.
* Valentina Sauce; is one of the most popular brands of “pourable” red hot sauce manufactured in Mexico.
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Un estanque de lavado de dinero, que
también es una pintura pero no es una
pintura de un estanque / A money
laundering wishing well, which is also a
painting but not a painting of a wishing
well, 2019
Valentina sauce, bleached stones,
polyurethane foam, sand, gravel, glitter, enamel paint, plastic, rubber, wood,
glue, air pumps, coins on the floor
Variable measures
LA SANGRE SE LIMPIA
CON SANGRE / THE
BLOOD IS CLEANED WITH
BLOOD, 2019
Valentina sauce on canvas
50 x 60 cm
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ARROJA UNA MONEDA AL ESTANQUE / THROW A COIN INTO THE
POND, 2019
Valentina sauce on canvas
50 x 50 cm
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Lucciole nella terza natura / Fireflies in the third nature
Lucciole nella terza natura, a solo show of Cristóbal Gracia in collaboration with Bikini Art Residency (Lake Como). The exhibition includes a series of pieces produced during the period of the residency, involving multiple media such as sculpture, drawing, and photography, where the Mexican artist reflected on the paradigms of western dominant culture, its massification, and on Art’s active questioning
role.
Immersed in Lake Como as a physical and cultural background, the artist has engaged with the imaginaries projected onto this idyllic
landscape a scenery that acts as a convergence for neo- classic nostalgias and contemporary mythologies. In this context, the artist recognized the idea of terza natura (third nature) as a constant presence from the renaissance to present, best represented by mannerist
grottos, concrete statues and decorative constructions found within landscapes, gardens, and villas. From these elements, Gracia establishes a discourse on the possibilities of reforming the sensible and the symbolic, questioning the morphology of culture and the configurations of its power.
The techniques employed by Gracia are often anchored to the context and the territory of production. The collaborative approach adopted by the artist allows him to explore multiple processes, spanning from handicraft to industrial and from manual to digital. Therefore, Lucciole nella terza natura combines a wide range of scales, materials, and media: mix-medium sculptures, a series of photographs, a series
of drawings and a silk printed fabric. The photographs are compositions, found and staged, which contribute to the artist’s narrative as
evidence or theatrical sets. Three sculptures can be referred as “living grottos”, made of concrete and named De Monstris, taking shape
from a layering of associated elements such as concrete statues, garden furniture, pyramidal memorials, and rationalist architecture. Other sculptures are stalagmites, a grotto’s unmissable protagonist, sedimentations of meanings made of casted glasses with concrete stonelike bases. The mixture of glasses, that has the propriety to change color through artificial lightning, recalls the fascination sparked on us
by the sight of fireflies. The Lucciole are chosen by the artist to represent the idea of innocence and resistance. This enigmatic presence
radiates light and hope on the exhibition’s reflective journey. It refers to La survivance des lucioles (2010), Georges Didi-Huberman’s response to the pessimist nihilism of Pasolini’s L’articolo delle Lucciole (Corriere della Sera, 1th of February 1975).
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Villa Rossa, 2020
Inkjet in cotton paper
140 x 110 cm
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Evidenza II / Evidence II, 2020
Inkjet print on cotton paper
50 x 33 cm
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Camilo, 2020
Concrete, concrete garden statues and
furniture
210 x 40 x 40 cm

Cristóbal Gracia
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Lucciola II and III / Firefly II and III,
2020
Casted glass and concrete
100 x 70 x 90 cm
154 x 60 x 55 cm
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October, 2021

Lollo, 2020
Concrete, brass, concrete garden statues
and furniture
230 x 63 x 63 cm

Cristóbal Gracia

Project selection

October, 2021

G.E.A, 2020
Print silk fabric
166 x 135 cm
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October, 2021

Giancarlo, 2020
Concrete, brass, concrete garden statues
and furniture
127 x 38 x 27 cm
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Sa La Na, A Yuum, Iasos / Laissez Faire – Laissez Passer
Sa la na, a yuum, iasos / laissez faire-laissez passer is a multimedia installation built by Biquini Wax EPS and conceived as a parodical
allegory of Mexico’s economic liberalization between 1986 and 1996. Here, the anatomy of Keiko —the first superstar killer whale— operates as the vessel of a poetic and objectual scenification that turns its carcass into a museum populated with material urban culture. This
digestive environment, fashioned from the remains of the maritime beast, is a powerful economic metaphor of how neoliberal policies intertwine with a Latin American context proper to late capitalism.
A three-level narrative is deployed by the piece. The first level represents Keiko’s life events from 1986 to 1996, during his captivity in
Mexican amusement park Reino Aventura. The second level corresponds to Mexico’s political and economic history, during the key years
for the establishment of neoliberalism. Finally, the third level recovers Keiko’s relationship with instances of mass culture that echoed this
oceanic —or economic— openness.
Together, these registers propose a metaphoric image of Mexico’s captive economy liberalization through the idealization of Willy /
Keiko’s freedom, effectively enabling a parody of the “postmodern pastiche” by interrupting the idea of trade utopia and exploring its
successive collapses. The installation is constructed by a fiberglass replica of a 7-meter-long orca —similar to Keiko’s real-life size— that
contains a series of sculptures made with malleable foamy, representing subsets pertaining to the 10 years that the whale spent in Mexico.
Through these objects, time is presented as referents to pop culture and television consumption of the period —a medium that transformed
Keiko into Willy, an export commodity and ideal of capitalist freedom.
This work includes a two-channel video. In one channel Keiko, interpreted by a mask designed in the snapchat platform as he performs
an interview with himself, vocalized in the cetacean language. The other channel shows iconic scenes from Free Willy, the Hollywood
movie that launched the killer whale into global stardom.
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Biquini Wax EPS.
Sa La Na, A Yuum, Iasos /
Laissez Faire – Laissez Passer, 2019
Mixed media
Variable measures
Whale approx.: 700 x 400 x 300 cm
Video 1: 8:48 min
Video 2: 10:48 min
Flags / harpoons; 200 cm each (6 in total)
Two channel excerpt of 3:27 min

Cristóbal Gracia

https://vimeo.com/375998767
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En el mundo cualquier cosa está conectada a otra por un tercero. El secreto es descubrir qué es ese tercero / Any two things in
the world are connected by a third. The secret is figuring out what that third thing is
On this occasion, Pequod Co. turns into an augmented reality app, where an exhibition of digital sculptures – of which the starting point
was the photographic registry of physical objects - will take place. The user will have the opportunity of exploring the pieces in different
scales and dispositions, collectively or individually. The multi-specific site works presented were produced specially for this show, and do
not exist physically.
During these last months, the use of digital media to visit museums, galleries and artists’ studios has increased exponentially. The appearance of online showrooms and other kinds of platforms allow the visibility of physical objects in diverse geographic locations. With our
proposal, we seek to create moments where the digital and the physical merge in a symbiotic relationship, through the viewer/user, as a
theater play that can only exist when being executed.
Three-dimensional scanning in the cultural field has been used, essentially, to preserve historic heritage from possible damage and destruction product of wars, natural disasters, pollution, vandalism, etc. We believe that facing the current situation, one of the questions that
should be asked is: why is the consideration of “heritage” kept for cultural production from the past, while contemporary art seems to lack
value to be preserved?
This format of work questions the concept of “originality” inside the production of the works of art and its narrow relationship with the capacity of reproduction and alteration of the same object. It explores the homology between the human and digital gesture, through the
participation of the viewer / user and the app as a performatic device. In moments where all seems to indicate that the dwell times within
an exhibition will be much more controlled and limited, we present an option to play with contemplation, time, and life of a work of art.
This project was developed by LAAA, a lab that focuses in the development and production of works of art for contemporary artists as
well as in the preservation of natural and cultural heritage. Combining new technologies and traditional craftmanship, Laboratorio de
Arte, Arqueología y Arquitectura develops physical and digital tools to accomplish each project’s vision.
Participating artists: Yolanda Ceballos, Julieta Gil, Cristóbal Gracia, Janet40, Francisco Regalado, Andrew Roberts and SANGREE
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Hipporito Krános, 2020
3D registry with photogrammetry of
ground meat, plastic, bronze and digitally sculpted
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Juan Cristóbal Gracia Garrido
(Mexico, 1987)

Un pájaro roba dinero, Ladrón Galería,
Mexico City, Mexico

Presagio de Muerte, proyecto vitrina, Arredondo / Arozarena, Mexico City, Mexico

laboration with The Biennial of the Americas, Denver, USA

STUDIES
Master’s degree in Art (Sculpture), Yale
University, 2020 - 2022, New Haven, USA

2018
Revolving Catastrophes and Myths of a
Beautiful World, Galveston Artist Residency, Galveston, USA

2015
Fragments, David B. Smith Gallery, Denver,
USA

2º albercada, Proyecto albercada, Cuernavaca, Mexico

Educational Program SOMA, SOMA, Mexico City, Mexico
Bachelor’s in Visual Arts, Escuela Nacional
de Pintura, Escultura y Grabado “La Esmeralda”, INBA, Honorary Mention, Mexico
City, Mexico
SOLO SHOWS
2021
Estación Material, Guadalajara,
A money laundering pond, which is also a
painting, but it is not a painting of a pond,
Best Practice, San Diego, USA
and a garden, the machinery of disbelief,
and, Pequod Co., Mexico City, Mexico
2020
Lucciole nella terza natura, Viasaterna, Milano, Italy
2019

2017
Batiente 0.14 “El síndrome del miembro
fantasma”, Casa del Lago, Mexico City,
Mexico
Aquatania parte 1: Un hombre debe ocupar el lugar que Dios le otorga – caminos
selváticos o las calles de Holly-wood – y
pelear por las cosas en las que cree, Museo de la Ciudad de Querétaro, Queretaro,
Mexico

October, 2021

una producción de KGR / entierro; Museo
Universitario del Chopo, Mexico City, Mexico; Sector ACMA, Chalton Gallery, London, UK
2014
Monumento a Balú, Casa Maauad, Mexico
City, Mexico
Cristóbal Gracia at Venice 6114, Venice
6114, Los Angeles, USA
Sector ACMA, Arte Contemporáneo del
Mas Allá, first edition, Centro Cultural Border, Mexico City, Mexico

2016
Aquatania parte 1: Un hombre debe ocupar el lugar que Dios le otorga – caminos
selváticos o las calles de Holly-wood – y
2012
pelear por las cosas en las que cree y peLa fiesta se acabó, Biquini Wax EPS, León,
lear por las cosas en las que cree, El Cuarto Mexico
de Maquinas, Mexico City, Mexico
GROUP SHOWS
El Sol de Mexico, Galería Tiro al Blanco,
2021
Guadalajara, Mexico
Americas COVID-19 Memorial, comissioned work, Museo de las Americas in col-

The Green Goddess Reloaded, Museo de
Arte de Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico
Epílogue, Artēriam, Mexico City, Mexico
Otra vez, virtual show, Ladera Oeste, Mexico
2020 – 2021
Otrxs mundxs, Museo Tamayo, Mexico
City, Mexico
2020
Los objetos en el espejo están más cerca de
lo que parece, Museo Autoservicio Antara,
Mexico City, Mexico
Siembra, Biquini Wax EPS at kurimanzutto,
Mexico City, Mexico
Any Two Things in the World Are Connected by a Third. The Secret Is Figuring Out
What that Third Thing Is, augmented reality
app, Pequod Co., Mexico City, Mexico
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3rd Kamias Triennial, Manila, Philippines

Mexico

2019
Between the Beach and the Lounge, Play_
A Blindly Realized Possibility, Part II: Utterly Station, Wellington, New Zealand
Unspectacular, Biquini Wax EPS at The Box,
Los Angeles, USA
A Dangerous Obsession, Biquini Wax EPS
at Human Resources, Los Angeles, USA
XVIII Bienal de pintura Rufino Tamayo, Museo Tamayo, Mexico City, Mexico
Creación en Movimiento 2018 (with the
support of Fondo Nacional para la CultuCity Prince/sses, Biquini Wax EPS at Palais ra y las Artes FONCA), Foto Museo Cuatro
de Tokyo, Paris, France
Caminos, Mexico City, Mexico
La Déssee Verte, Gare Saint Sauveur,
Lille300 El Dorado, Lîlle, France

2017
Impresiones en el tiempo, ESPAC, Mexico
City, Mexico

2018
II Salón Abierto de Pintura, Ladrón Galería, Amazonas Shopping Center (video proMexico City, Mexico
gram curated by Sira Piza), Hamburger
Banhof Museum, Berlin, Germany
Torridus, Clark House Initiative, Mumbai,
India
Agencia Viajes Paraíso, Kunstpalais Erlangen, Erlangen, Germany
Deslave presents; Terror en lo profundo,
Human Resources, Los Angeles, USA
Capital Capital, Galería Libertad, Querétaro, Mexico
#núcleo, Galería Hilario Galguera, Mexico
City, Mexico
Denominación de origen, Salón ACME,
Mexico City, Mexico
XVII Bienal de pintura Rufino Tamayo, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Oaxaca,
De la formación a lo público, Arte Actual

October, 2021

4ª Edición 2016, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Tamaulipas, Matamoros, Mexico

Vis à Vis, Biennial of the Americas, McNichols Building, Denver, USA

Migration, The Art House, Wakefield, UK

Punk Povera, WUHO gallery, Los Angeles,
USA

2016
Creación en Movimiento, Museo de la Ciudad de Querétaro, Querétaro, Mexico

2014
Colectiva, Galería Tiro al Blanco, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico

Kozmic Blues. Expresiones entre control y
Made in Mexico, Polo Ralph Lauren in art,
descontrol, Galería del Centro Cultural Uni- culture & fashion, TEP, La Ene, Buenos Aires,
versitario de la BUAP, Puebla, Mexico
Argentina
Políticas del Polvo, Galería Emma Molina,
Monterrey, Mexico

Una línea de polvo, Arte y Drogas, Taller
Espacio Alternativo, Oaxaca, Mexico

De la formación a la público, Arte Actual
4ª Edición 2016, Museo de Arte Carrillo
Gil, Mexico City, Mexico; Parque Fundidora, Centro de las Artes, Monterrey, Mexico

Solo en Casa, TEP, Biquini Wax EPS, Mexico City, Mexico
Horror en el trópico, Museo Universitario
del Chopo, Mexico City, Mexico

Nosotros ya no somos los mismos (Seres de
luz del trabajo inmaterial), Matucana 100, Made in Mexico, Polo Ralph Lauren in art,
Santiago de Chile, Chile; Museo de Arte de culture & fashion, TEP, Divus, London, UK
Zapopan, Guadalajara, Mexico
Una línea de polvo; Arte y Drogas, Arte
2015
Actual Flacso, Quito, Ecuador
Los Justos desconocidos (de todas maneras
cago), El Cuarto de máquinas, Mexico City, FIFTYFIFTY (50/50)…la chimba!, Galería
Mexico
STUDIO 488 Y PASTO, Buenos Aires, Ar-
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gentina

2011
Open studio / estudio abierto, SOMA,
Mexico City, Mexico

El irresistible deseo de libertad, Museo de
Arte Contemporáneo de Aguascalientes,
Aguascalientes, Mexico
2013
Demasiado Futuro, Centro Cultural de España, Mexico City, Mexico

Dibujo Atómico, Galería Centro Morelense
de las Artes, Cuernavaca, Mexico
My only regret is that I won´t be able to kill
you personally, Galería Centro de las Artes, parque Fundidora, Monterrey, Mexico

September, 2021

Los años maravillosos, Galería central CENART, Mexico City, Mexico
Fire is tire, Centro Nacional de las artes, alternative space, Mexico City, Mexico
Diálogos con la ciudad, Okupa Galería,
Mexico City, Mexico

dency Wakefield, Wakefield, UK
2016, Residency program Fundación Casa
Wabi, Oaxaca, Mexico
2015, Grand Union, Birmingham, UK
2015, Biennial Ambassadors ArtPlant, Denver, USA
2012, VIR Viafarini, Milan, Italy

GRANTS AND AWARDS
2009
2020, Fundación Jumex Arte ContemporáComedores de Loto, Casa del Lago, Mexico
El reverso del mundo, Galería Metropolineo Scholarship Program, Fundación Jumex
City, Mexico
Versalles, una propuesta de Jorge Méntana, Mexico City, Mexico
Arte Contemporáneo, Mexico
dez Blake, exposición para carpeta y mesa,
2020, Fullbright García Robles Scholarship,
Salón ACME, Mexico City, Mexico
SOMA, Mexico City, Mexico
Outsiders, Centro cultural Santa Rosa,
COMEXUS, Mexico-USA
Puebla, Mexico
2017, Premio de Museología Crítica William
2012
Espectro corpóreo, Pasagüero, Mexico
Bullock – FEMAM, in collaboration with
VIR open atelier, Milan, Italy
City, Mexico
2008
Natalia de la Rosa and Daniel Aguilar Ru40 años del 68, casa Frissac, Mexico City, valcaba, Fondo Nacional para la Cultura y
Estado Alterado, Galería Massimo Audiel- Bing Bang POP!, Bizonte lab, Toluca, Mexi- Mexico
las Artes FONCA, Mexico
lo, Mexico City, Mexico
co
2015, Jóvenes Creadores, Fondo Nacional
Oro Negro, Museo de Historia de Tlalpan, para la Cultura y las Artes (FONCA), MexiCross Point, Galería Massimo Audiello,
Aniversario Revista mas d ´Arte, dossier
Mexico City, Mexico
co
Mexico City, Mexico
de los sentidos, Museo del Arzobispado,
2015, PAC Grant (received through the BiSHCP, Mexico City, Mexico
RESIDENCIES
quini Wax collective), Patronato de Arte
Selección de selecciones, Galería Ajolote,
2020, Viasaterna, Milan, Italy
Contemporáneo, Mexico City, Mexico
Guadalajara, Mexico
2010
2019, Bikini Art Residency, Lake Como, Italy 2014, BBVA Bancomer MACG Arte Actual
Goodbye Vicente Nariou! TGP, Fundación 2018, Galveston Artist Residency, GalvesGrant 4th Edition, BBVA, Mexico City, MexAlguien aguantando la respiración y que
ex Molino, Mexico City, Mexico
ton, Texas, USA
ico
no se preocupa por el color de sus manos
2018, Casa Nano, Tokyo, Japan
2013, Beca de Apoyo a las Artes, Funpor que es daltónico, Trama, San Miguel de ThePrincipes, ex capilla San Rafael, Mexico 2017, Lugar Común, Monterrey, México
dación BBVA, Sector A.C.M.A., Mexico
Allende, Mexico
City, Mexico
2017, Migration International Artist Resi2013, SOMA PES Scholarship, SOMA,
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Mexico City, Mexico
2011, SOMA PES Scholarship, SOMA,
Mexico City, Mexico

nated and taught art workshops for 60 students aged 13 -16 in Mexican geographical
zones with high levels of illegal migration.
Designed activities for the art workshops focused on preventing migration. Assembled
a team of 8 teachers for support during the
workshops

COLLECTIONS
ASU Art Museum, Arizona State University,
Arizona, USA
Colección Fundación M, Mexico City, Mexico
Murderme Collection, London, UK
Phillips/Yuyito, Mexico
EXPERIENCE
Museo Comunitario y club de lectura de Sierra Hermosa, Zacatecas, Mexico. Program
supported by the “Premio de Museología
Crítica William Bullock – FEMAM”, collaboration with Natalia de la Rosa and Daniel
Aguilar Ruvalcaba, 2017 – present

Lugar Común; Workshop of cold weapons, Monterrey, Mexico 2017. Created and
taught a sculpture workshop for 11 art students using every day objects. Organized
an exhibition of the results of the workshop
SOMA; De la inspiración a la conspiración,
SOMA PES 2, Mexico City, 2016. Mentored and supervised a course for the 2016
SOMA academic program focusing on art
production methodologies, culminating in a
exhibition in my pick up truck parked on the
street

MUAC, Museo Universitario de Arte Contemporáneo, Melquiades Herrera; Reportaje plástico de un teorema cultural, Mexico Centro de Internamiento para Adolecentes
City, 2018
“Quinta del Bosque”, La Cana, Estado de
Mexico, 2016. Taught art workshops for 15
Biquini Wax EPS, Mexico City, 2012 – pres- teenagers and young adults in the female
ent
sector of a juvenile detention center with a
group of 3 more teachers
TEACHING
SOMA - Fundación Bancomer BBVA; Por
LECTURES (selection)
los que se quedan, 2014 – 2015. Coordi2018

October, 2021

Conversatorio “Charla sobre producción
y trayectoria”, E.N.P.E.G, “La Esmeralda”,
Mexico City, Mexico

2016
Miércoles de SOMA, Biquini Wax E.P.S,
Mexico City, Mexico

Museo Comunitario y club de lectura de Si- 2015
erra Hermosa, coloquio El museo foro, EsGrand Union, Yoshua Okón and Cristóbal
pacios museales para un mundo intolerante, Gracia in conversation, Birmingham, UK
ENCRYM, Mexico City, Mexico
Museum of Contemporary Art Denver, BiEl disco es Cultura, Vivo Luis Miguel, Mau- ennial Ambassadors Welcoming: Cristóbal
ricio Galguera y Cristóbal Gracia, Casa
Gracia, Denver, Colorado, USA
Wabi, Mexico City, Mexico
Chalton Gallery, Cristóbal Gracia, artist
2017
talk, Bikini Wax Artist run space, London,
Conversation; Haegue Yang, Cristóbal Gra- UK
cia, Paloma Contreras and Daniel Aguilar
Ruvalcaba, Biquini Wax EPS, Mexico City,
Birmingham City University, BCU, BirMexico
mingham, UK
Miércoles de SOMA, Cristóbal Gracia,
Mexico City, Mexico

University of Colorado Denver, CU Denver,
Denver, Colorado, USA

Cristóbal Gracia, conference at UDEM,
Monterrey, Mexico

2013
Speaker in the seminar; El Licenciado en
Artes Plásticas como profesional de las Artes, Universidad de Guanajuato, Guanajuato, Mexico 2013

Cristóbal Gracia, conference at UANL,
Monterrey, Mexico
Cristóbal Gracia, talk at Lugar Común,
Monterrey, Mexico

WRITTEN TEXTS (selection)
STATS, Museum of Contemporary Art, Denver, Colorado, USA, 2017
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WEAPON OF CHOICE / COMPENDIO DE April – June 2019
ARMAS BLANCAS, artist book, 2014
Diez años de cultura digeridos por una balEl ideal infinitamente variable de lo populena, Chilango, August, 2019
lar, Jeremy Deller en el MUAC, CAÍN magazine, exhibition reviews, January 2016
La CDMX inspira megalópolis imaginaria
en el Palais de Tokyo de París, EL UNIVEREl genoma del arte, Excélsior newspaper,
SAL, June 2019
La Tempestad magazine, September 2015
Nostalgía por la era Keiko, Confabulario,
Sol LeWitt, Wall Drawings (1968 – 2007), July 2019
una retrospectiva de sus murales en México,
TEP
Biquini Wax EPS, Letras Libres, September
2019
PUBLICATIONS (selection)
HOW MIGHT WE Chapter 2, Cristóbal
Un lugar común no es mi lugar; relaciones
Gracia, FUORISALONE TV, June 2020
artísticas entre México y Estados Unidos en
un mundo globalizado, por Daniel Montero
El ingenioso artificio naturalmente recuper- Fayad, re – visiones
ado de hacer fuentes y grottas, Cristóbal
Gracia, Pequod Co, June 2020
Acuérdate de Acapulco, Milenio digital,
April 2018
Five questions – Cristóbal Gracia, Forme
Uniche, January 2020
Paradas esenciales en zona maco foto: un
lujo para la vista, local,mx 2018
An interview with Biquini Wax EPS and
Yoshua Okón, moderated by Daniel Monte- IMPRESIONES EN EL TIEMPO, ESPAC,
ro, PALAIS magazine, June 2019
2018
Un objeto que es una cosa que es una obra, CÓDIGO, 98, Cristóbal Gracia, WEAPON
by Daniel Montero, UTOPÍA 2 magazine,
OF CHOICE / COMPENDIO DE ARMAS
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BLANCAS, May – June 2017

the Edges in Mexico City, March 11 2016

Artist create work on the theme of migration, Wakefield Express, May 2017

La escultura y sus cambios, Excélsior, January 2016

Aquatania, El cuarto de maquinas, Artforum, February 2017

Painting is not an autistic activity, TERREMOTO,
2015

Meet Mexico City’s Breakout Star, Cristóbal Los Justos desconocidos, Excélsior, October
Gracia, CULTURED, October 2016
28, 2015
Izan lábaro fantasma, Excélsior, October 16,
2016

Los Justos desconocidos, GASTV, October
2015

More than a moment, CULTURED magazine,
winter issue 2016

El cuarto de máquinas; cuestionan el ideal
de justicia, Excélsior, September 2015

Aquatania parte I; Una Mirada crítica a
distintos Acapulcos, local.mx, November
2016

Westword, Cristobal Gracia and ArtPlant
Host a FrenchFry Eating Contest — and It’s
Art!, April 2015

Aquatania I, Caín 10, December 2016
GASTV, September 2016

The Denver Post, Is it a French fry eating
contest, or is it art?, April 2015

Aquatania parte I, HOTBOOK, October,
2016

Cristobal Gracia’s biennial art comes with a
stack of fries, The Denver Post, April 2015.

Where’s the Beef?, Excélsior, March 17,
2016

The Denver Post, The Hammer nails Denver’s first, unofficial French fry eating contest, April 2015

The New York Times, Art Scene Thrives on
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Westword, Biennial Ambassador Cristóbal
Gracia on History and Violence as a Force
of Art, February 2015

April 2014

Colorado Public Radio, Denver and Mexico
City artists swap cities for 2015 Biennial of
the Americas, April 2015

October, 2021

Hacen burla de ferias de arte, ACMA, Reforma, February 2014

Artistas (bien) muertos exponen en feria
mexica, Letras Explicitas, February 2014
Cristóbal Gracia at Venice 6114, Artslant,
Hacen burla de ferias de arte, ACMA, Refor- February 2014
ma, February 2014
Bikini Wax, espacios alternativos en el D.F.
Cristóbal Gracia at Venice 6114, Artslant,
Artreview magazine January / February
February 2014
2014

Denver News, Mexican Artist Cristóbal
Gracia on Casa Bonita, a Cultural Time Machine, Denver in time, April 2015
Bikini Wax, espacios alternativos en el D.F. Publication on magazine Marvin, bestias,
Artreview magazine January / February
February 2013
Diez espacios de arte independientes en
2014
la ciudad de Mexico, Código, November
2014
Publication on magazine Marvin, bestias,
February 2013
Bikini Wax, Frente, July 2014
Caín, No. 3 Shows Review, March - April
Colectivos artísticos en la ciudad de Méxi2014, Sector ACMA
co: un panorama, Código, June 2014
Sector ACMA; El espíritu esta presente, ReCaín, No. 3 Shows Review, March - April
vista Código, April 2014
2014, Sector ACMA
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